WINE FLIGHTS – PICK FOUR!
Choose any 4 “By the Glass” wines and receive a 2 oz pour of each.
Flight - $25

**red wines**

**GROWER PROJECT – THE SOURCE SANGIOVESE**
A medium-bodied, 2019 red wine perfect for any season, produced from grapes grown in Terry County, Texas.
Glass - $13  Bottle - $34

**WILLIAM CHRIS VINEYARDS – PROPRIETORS RED**
A robust, red blend with delicious dark berry notes. Comes from a blend of these Texas grapes: Sangiovese, Tannat, Ruby Cabernet, Aglianico, Shiraz/Syrah. Produced at Skeleton Key in Hye, Texas.
Glass - $16  Bottle - $46

**BLUE DUCK WINERY – MALBEC**
A big, bold, full body red with light, sweet, hints of cherry, and it was grown in Cisco, Texas.
Glass - $16  Bottle - $46

**BENDING BRANCH WINERY – TANNAT**
A balanced, full-bodied wine with structure & complexity, filled with flavors of mouthwatering sour cherry, sage, & smoked blackberry.
Glass - $16  Bottle - $45

**WILLIAM CHRIS VINEYARDS – MOURVÈDRE**
This 2019 Texas high plains wine is a true chameleon wine, with subtle notes of smoke, blackberry, & rosemary.
Glass - $15  Bottle - $45
Magnum Bottle - $99 (1.5 L)

**BLUE DUCK WINERY – PRIMITIVO**
A well-structured wine that is hearty & rich, with blackberry, violet, pepper, & a tannic rusticity on the finish.
Glass - $15  Bottle - $42

**WILLIAM CHRIS VINEYARDS – CABERNET SAUVIGNON**
A 2022 ruby red wine packed with flavors of oak, leather, pecan, & mulberry, with a spice finish.
Produced at Skeleton Key.
Glass - $15  Bottle - $42

**LOST DRAW CELLARS – SANGIOVESE**
A 2020 ruby red wine offering flavors of cherry & leather. Dry with a layered structure & smooth tannin.
Glass - $15  Bottle - $42
**red wines**

**LOST DRAW CELLARS – TEMPRANILLO**  
A Spanish grape variety that excels in the Texas climate, with aromas of red cherries, dried figs, & blackberries.  
Glass - $16   Bottle - $45

**CASTLE OAKS WINERY – ROYAL RED**  
A red blend of Ruby Cabernet, Zinfandel, Pinot Noir, & Merlot produced in Athens, Texas.  
Glass - $13   Bottle - $38

**SILVER SPUR WINERY – TANNAT**  
A flavorful **2020 limited edition wine** bottled from 100% estate grapes grown in Dublin, Texas. This full bodied, bold, smooth wine has flavors of dark chocolate, vanilla, black licorice, espresso, dark cardamom, red plum, & leather.  
Limited Edition Bottle - $125

**SILVER SPUR WINERY – TEMPRANILLO**  
A red wine that is typically aged in oak, with fruit flavors of cherry, plum, & dried fig.  
Glass - $18   Bottle - $55

**CASTLE OAKS WINERY – ROUND TABLE RED**  
A full, pleasant, dark cherry flavor that is sweet and rounded in nature, backed with the perfect balance of smooth, ripe, fruity tastes.  
Glass - $13   Bottle - $38

**WHITE FOX VINEYARD – TEXAS RED RESERVE**  
A semi-sweet red Muscadine wine was aged in French Oak, with notes of raisin and vanilla.  
Glass - $12   Bottle - $31

**3 P’S IN A VINE WINERY & VINEYARD – QUEEN P**  
A sweet & light red wine blend with lush, berry flavors and a strong finish.  
Glass - $14   Bottle - $38

**WHITE FOX VINEYARDS – TEXAS SWEET BLUEBERRY**  
A deep purple wine with a natural blueberry flavor, not too sweet & not too heavy.  
Glass - $11   Bottle - $30

**dessert wines**

**BLUE DUCK WINERY – CHOC-HOLIDAY**  
A full-bodied grape wine with natural chocolate flavors added.  
Glass - $12   Bottle - $31

**WHITE FOX VINEYARDS – BLUEBERRY DESSERT WINE**  
A sweet, port style wine made 100% from real blueberries.  
Bottle - $17

**SILVER SPUR WINERY – JW LATE HARVEST RED**  
A bright purple wine with harvest blackberry and ripe plum tastes, followed by a nose of blackberry fruit, cola, and mocha.  
Bottle - $35 (375 ml)
**White Wines**

**Pedernales Cellars – Viognier**
A velvety yet pleasantly acidic 2022 wine with aromas of pear, peaches, & honeysuckle made in Athens, Texas.
Glass - $13  Bottle - $36

**Blue Duck Winery – Lori Darling**
A sweet, white wine with a floral aroma and crisp, clean honeysuckle taste. Grown in Cottonwood, Texas and bottled in Cisco, Texas.
Glass - $13  Bottle - $32

**William Chris Vineyards – Mary Ruth**
A dry, sweet white with vivid fruit, but zero residual sugar. Clean, vibrant, tart, & refreshing with good acidity (3.4 pH) with a grape combination of Muscat Blanc, Malvasia Bianca, Blac Du Bois, Muscat Canelli, Sauvignon Blanc. Bottled in 2021 in Hye, Texas.
Glass - $13  Bottle - $34

**Grower Project – Albariño**
Glass - $13  Bottle - $34

**3 P’s in a Vine Winery & Vineyard – Porch Swing**
A fresh white wine blend with flavors of apple and honey. Light, crisp, & smooth.
Glass - $12  Bottle - $36

**William Chris Vineyards – Roussanne**
An aromatic wine with notes of lemon, apricots, beeswax, and cantaloupe. Made from grapes grown at La Pradera Vineyards and Texas High Plains Vineyard. Bottled in 2020 in Hye, Texas.
Glass - $14  Bottle - $38

**White Wines**

**Castle Oaks Winery – Orange Muscat**
A light-bodied and sweet wine made with a taste array of perfect nectarine, peach, orange blossom, ripe pear, & honeysuckle flavors. 
Glass - $13  Bottle - $38

**3 P’s in a Vine Winery & Vineyard – Sweet P**
A refreshing and wonderful white wine with a hint of sweetness, displaying orchard flavors of apple & peach.
Glass - $13  Bottle - $36

**White Fox Vineyard – Summit**
A fruit forward white wine from Henderson County vineyards in Murchison, Texas, with subtle, sweet flavors.
Glass - $11  Bottle - $30
**Rose Wines**

**William Chris Winery – Rosé**
A sweet 2022 Rosé with notes of strawberry, honeydew melon, and watermelon, perfect for a sunny, relaxing afternoon. Made exclusively from grapes grown in the Texas high plains.
Glass - $12  Bottle - $38

**Kuhlman Cellars - Rosé**
A refreshing Rosé with notes of ripe raspberry, strawberry, melon rind, and white flowers, compatible with most cuisines.
Glass - $10

**Silver Spur Winery – Aglianico Rosé**
An intensely fruit-flavored Rosé with firm tannins & balanced acidity.
Glass - $15  Bottle - $41

**William Chris Petillant Naturel Sparkling Rosé**
A blend of malbec, merlot, & Mourvèdre grape varieties with aromas of melon, watermelon, strawberry & sour fruit.
Bottle - $44

---

**Specialty Drinks**

**Mimosa**
Our best champagne paired with a splash of either orange, cranberry, or pomegranate juice, and topped with fresh fruit.
Glass - $8

**Frozen Wine Cocktails**
- Frozen Sangria
- Texas Mudslide
Glass - $10

---

**Charcuterie Boards**

**The Texas Cheese Tray**
A selection of hand-picked gourmet cheeses, specially paired with premium meats and crackers.
Tray - $26

**The Bankhead Spread**
Cream Cheese flight covered with an array of sweet and spicy Texas jams.
Tray - $20

**The Bankhead Board**
A hearty selection of cheeses, meats, fruits, jam, crackers, and pickled accompaniments.
Plate - $30

**Mini Bankhead Board**
A personal portion of select cheeses, meats, and fruits. Perfect for individual or children.
Mini Plate - $7

---

**Other Drinks**

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Dr. Pepper, Diet Dr. Pepper, & Sparkling Water
$1.25